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REMINGTON ARMS COMPANY, INC. 
SPORTING ARMS-AMMUNITION -TARGETS-TRAPS 

ILi CN •NEW YORK l.3357 
TELEPHONE 13151 894-9961 

Custom Gun Works 
4952 Johnston St. 
Lafayette, LA 70503 

Gentlemen: 

May 15, 1989 

Examination has been completed on the Model 700 SOL 300 Mag. 
caliber rifle, serial number A6687195, that you returned to us a 
short time ago because "customer claims that on one occasion the 
rifle fired when he took the safety off". 

The general condition of the rifle appeared to be good; however, it 
was noted that the stock contained numerous dents and scratches. 
In addition, the rifle has been re-barreled and the stock epoxy 
bedded after it originally left our factory. 

Examination and functioning of the rifle and trigger assembly could 
not produce any malfunctions. Many attempts were made to cause the 
rifle to fire upon movement of the safety without success. All 
tolerances and dimensions were found to be normal - trigger pull 
was measured at 5 pounds and sear-lift with the safety in the on 
safe position was well within specifications at .010". However, it 
was noted that the sealant had been removed from al I three {3) 
trigger adjustment screws, indicating adjustment was made outside 
our factory. 

Since we found the firearm to be completely correct and to function 
normally in every respect, we are prepared to have the rifle 
returned in its present condition (after re-sealing the trigger ad
justing screws). However, if your customer desires, we will in
stal I a new trigger assembly at no-charge, as a gesture of good-
wi 11, if it will restore confidence in the rifle. We will await 
the decision and reply. 
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